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Gun-control measures include 
increased penalties, licensing 
i 
COLUMBUS. (AP)-The 
House Judiciary Commitlee 
unanimously approved yesterday 
legislation thai would increase 
penalties for gun-related offenses and 
require firearms dealers to he licensed. 
However, an amendment to one bill 
that would have banned the sale of 
cheap handguns, known as Saturday 
,  Night Specials, was defeated 11-4. 
Supporters of the three-bill package, 
which was voted out of the 
committee, describe the legislation as 
crime control, rather than gun control. 
"They really arc not gun control 
bills." said judiciary Chairman Harry 
Lehman, (D-Shaker Heights). "They 
address themselves to elements of 
crime in which guns arc used." 
LEHMAN, a member of the Rules 
Committee which schedules bills for 
floor action, said he would move lor a 
vote by the full House membership 
within two weeks. 
Rep. Michael Oxley. (R-Findlay). 
attempted to insert the Saturday Night 
Special ban into his bill requiring 
dealers to be licensed by the state and 
1
 mandating minimum two to live year 
prison terms for felony crimes 
involving guns. 
Oxley said his amendment was 
Intended to stop the flow of cheap 
pistols "tlial have only one purpose 
and that purpose is to kill another 
human being." 
Opponents, including Lehman, 
argued that the definition of Saturday 
Night Special, provided by the 
amendment, was too narrow to be of 
use. Some also feared a gun control 
section would kill the legislation. 
OXLEY*S definition would have 
outlawed manufacture or sale of 
handguns which met four criteria: a 
price of $25 or less; a barrel of three 
inches or less; a caliber of no more 
than ..'2. and capable of being melted 
at 800 degrees Fahrenheit or less. 
"It doesn't address itself to the up 
to 2 million handguns that currently 
exist in Ohio." said Lehman, an ardent 
supporter of gun control. He said the 
law could be circumvented by pushing 
the price above the $25. 
In addition to Oxley's bill, the 
committee also gave bi-partisan 
support to measures sponsored by 
Reps. Troy Lee James. (D-Cleveland), 
and Ike Thompson. (D-Cleveland). 
The James bill requires a five-day 
cooling off period before the purchase 
of a handgun. The buyer would be 
required to sign a statement 
authorizing the dealer to check for any 
criminal record. During the five-day 
waiting period, the merchant would 
have to make a "reasonable inquiry." 
BOTH BUYER and dealer would be 
subject to criminal penalties for failing 
to follow the outlined procedures. 
The bill also sets minimum 
three-year sentences for conviction of 
carrying a concealed weapon and 
removes one of the defenses for 
concealing a firearm. 
Under current law. charges may be 
dropped if the defendant contends he 
or she carried the weapon because of 
"reasonable cause for fear of a 
criminal attack." 
Lehman considered that section 
crucial in that it eliminated a "vaguely 
worded" loophole for concealed 
handguns. 
•THE EFFFXT has been that police 
won't charge and prosecutors have noi 
been indicting for concealed weapons 
because chances for convictions under 
the current law are very slim." he said. 
The Thompson bill would allow 
juveniles to be tried as adults in a 
criminal court "if probable cause 
exists that the child used a firearm in 
the commission of the alleged act." 
It also makes sale of any firearm to 
a youth under 18 or sale of a handgun 
to a person under 21. a first degree 
misdemeanor, punishable by up to six 
months in prison and a $1,000 fine. 
The old second degree misdemeanor 
clause called for a maximum of 90 
days and a $750 fine. 
Sharing Kim Bmsh. sophomore (A&S). and Louis Vazquez, sophomore (A&S). share an ice cream cone outdoors. This week's springlike weather has made such summertime 
activities not seem out of place-even in February. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn) 
Ford proposes two energy measures 
WASHINGTON (AP) •• With energy 
issues partly resolved by a 
two-month-old law. President Ford 
•yesterday urged Congress to pel on 
with the unfinished business of 
achieving national energy 
independence. 
In a special message to Congress, 
Ford proposed two new measures: 
-Legislation setting deadline- fa 
federal processing of pipeline projects 
to  bring   -atural  gas  from  northern 
Alaska to the "lower 48 states" and 
allowing the President to select a 
pipeline route subject to congressional 
approval. 
-A proposal to limit imports of 
liquified naiural gas tonomore than one 
million cubic feet per year by 1985. a 
measure requiring no specific 
legislation. Little liquified natural gas 
is now imported, but various projects 
have been approved or proposed. 
FORD ALSO made a strong request 
that Congress enact his remaining 
legislative proposals. He especially 
urged passage of a bill to end federal 
price regulation of natural gas. 
The Senate passed a deiegulation 
bill last October, but the House 
recently patted a bill that would 
actually extend federal regulation over 
the major gas producers. 
Before the Senate Commerce 
Committee. John Hill, deputy 
administrator  of the Federal Energy 
Administration, yesterday uiged that 
action be delayed on a separate bill 
establishing ■ program of federal loan 
guarantees and interest subsidies to 
encourage eneigy conservation in 
buildings and homes. 
INSTEAD. HILL called lor pain* 
of an administration bill which would 
give homeowners lax credits lor 
energy-saving home Improvements. 
In his menage to Congress, Ford 
said Ihe nation cannot lake the steps 
required to solve Us energy problems 
until Congress provides the necessary 
additional authority that he has 
requested. 
A While House analysis of lord's 
message included a table estimating 
that by l'<85 the existing programs 
could reduce the nation's vulnerability 
to interruptions of oil imports by 
about nine million barrels per day. 
UNTIL new sources of natural gas 
are developed, emergency purchases ol 
supplies by utilities lor use by Ohio 
industrial and commercial customers 
will ultimately he paid for by ihe 
consumer. 
Despite legislation and lawsuits, 
both sides agree in the end when it 
comes to paying foi Ihe more 
expensive gas bought to fill shortages, 
the man on the street and in the home 
will hear the burden of any extra 
costs. 
Currently Columbia Gas of Ohio is 
blocked I mill hilling any customer for 
a share of the emergency gas purchase 
costs as a result of an order by the 
Franklin County Common Pleas Court 
at the request of the state attorney 
general. A hearing is planned Tuesday. 
However, the Supreme Court has 
agreed 10 heal Columbia's appeal of 
the order Monday, and the Public 
Utilities Commission of Ohio will meet 
Friday with legal counsel. 
"OBVIOUSLY. In the end the 
coniumet is going to have to pay." 
said Rep. Michael Stinziano, 
(IM'olumhus) who introduced 
legislation to block residential 
customers trom being charged by the 
gas company for emergency gas 
supplies. 
Stin/iauo says the residential 
customer should not, in effect, be 
forced to subsidize industry. 
"Business and industry are going to 
have the oppoilunily to deduct the 
cost of emergency gas supplies as a 
business expense." Stinziano said. He 
pointed out that such dedueations are 
impossible for the consumer. 
"Industry can and will raise prices" 
to accommodate the extra cost for 
natural gas. he contends, a contention 
that is home out by industry 
representatives, although some feel it 
will be a while bcfoie there can be any 
hikes. 
Computer saves energy 
Powerhouse An estimated $500,000 savings in University energy costs are the result of the installation of an IBM computer system designed to monitor electrical usage on 
campus. (Newsphoto by Dan Feichtl 
By Rebecca Shoup 
Installation of a computer system 
which monitors electrical usage will 
save the University an estimated 
$500,000 in energy costs this year, 
according to Robert McGccin. 
coordinator of resource planning. 
The International Business Machine 
(IBM) System Seven computer, 
located in the Cent rex Building, was 
first used in July, 1974 to reduce 
electrical consumption during the peak 
hours between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
The only areas affected during the 
system's first year of operation were 
classrooms and the library. Asa result, 
$150,000   was   trimmed   from   the 
SGA examines own problems 
By Rob Arkwright 
Staff Reporter 
i, Communication problems among 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) officers and senators and the 
lack of time that many officers and 
senators are devoting to their jobs 
were the subjects of discussion at the 
SGA meeting Wednesday night. 
Randall Hathaway. SGA president. 
'said that since he has returned from 
his leave of absence a week ago. he has 
seen only one senator report to the 
senate office. Senators are supposed to 
be in the office at least one hour a day 
or a total of five hours a week, he 
added. 
i Hathaway   said   he   has   had   to 
'complete various senate duties in the 
past week. 
STUDENT Senate Chairman Mary 
Foltz added that no senators have 
initiated service projects this quarter 
although they are required to do so by 
the SGA constitution. 
Senator Bradley Bauer complained 
that he had not been notified of any 
plans to oust him from office when 
SGA was considering such plans last 
week. 
He said that the failure to notify 
him indicates a lack of communication 
within SGA. 
A letter of warning should be sent 
to SGA officers and senators if they 
are in jeopardy of being impeached, 
said Coordinator of Academic Affairs 
Mary Helen Framme. 
In other business, Hathaway 
suggested that SGA investigate and 
prepare a position paper for general 
distribution on the recent decision by 
the College of Business Administration 
to abolish student evaluations of 
courses and professors. 
IN UGHT of the recent Graduate 
Student Senate (CSS) statement on 
the Campus Police bullet question, 
SGA Vice President David Crowl 
requested that SGA prepare a similar 
statement. 
Election and Opinions Board 
Chairman Kathleen Kearns announced 
that the board will consider the four 
Student Senate districting proposals 
that have been submitted in an open 
board meeting at 8 pan. Wednesday in 
405 Student Services Bldg. 
SGA will sponsor a survey seeking 
student opinion on whether the 
University should adopt an academic 
calendar    based    on    semesters    or 
continue with the present quarter 
plan,  Framme said. 
Crowl reported that the current SGA 
administration does not have enough 
money to become members of the 
Ohio Legislative Resource Center 
(LRC). He said that the next 
administration will have enough 
money and should allocate LRC dues 
into next year's budget. 
THE LRC provides student 
government associations of 
state-supported universities with 
information on important bills 
pending in the state legislature and in 
Congress, Crowl said. 
Foltz announced that the SGA 
questionnaire-information sheet 
compiled by Senator Virginia McGee 
will be released next week. Collection 
envelopes will be available in campus 
residence halls, she added. 
University's energy bill, McGeein said. 
The success of the first phase of the 
system prompted reduced lighting in 
more campus buildings, including 
residence halls. 
SEVERAL COMPLAINTS were 
made after the second phase went into 
action. Ten or fifteen instructors 
claimed they could not see their notes 
nor could they expect students to take 
notes in the reduced lighting, McGeein 
said. 
The situation was corrected with 
the relocation of light bulbs to places 
were instructors believed they were 
necessary. According to McGeein, 30 
per cent of the light bulbs on campus 
have been removed. This, along with 
the reduced electricity output, has 
"not saved money, but avoided costs" 
of up to $350,000 since July. 1974. he 
said. 
Another measure used to cut energy 
costs was the reduction of heat and air 
conditioning to buildings of "little 
activity or occupancy" during night 
and weekend hours. 
The computer costs $2,200 a month 
to operate plus and additional cost of 
$6,000 a month for electrical and 
programming bills. Although these 
costs total $8,200 a month, the 
University avoids $24,000 in 
additional electrical expenses as the 
system lowers the total electrical 
consumption. 
CHARLES CODDING, acting 
director of the physical plant, said 
other steps are being taken to cut 
costs. 
Codding is investigating the 
possibilty of programming the 
computer to turn off heat in 
designated areas when the weather gets 
warmer. This would eliminate the 
chance of paying for heat during warm 
moil ihs The University turns all of its 
systems on and off at one 
predetermined time. 
If unseasonably warm weather 
would come in February, the 
computer would be able to stop the 
flow of heat to buildings until the 
temperature dropped. 
Codding said that while fuel costs 
for heating University buildings rise. 
the computer system keeps the higher 
costs to a minimum and saves the 
University money. 
THE CAMPAIGN to "flick off 
lights had a very minimal effect on 
savings. McGeein said, but added that 
it was the "initial step toward 
conserving energy ." 
Linda Keyse. junior (BA), a student 
representative to the University 
Energy Task Force, said she agreed 
with McGeein that the "flick off" 
campaign was not as successful as 
anticipated. But she added that the 
success of the system made up for the 
lack of student and faculty response to 
cut back on electricity use. 
McGeein said there were no plans to 
eliminate or cut back on night classes 
in order to close a number of buildings 
following day classes and reducing the 
evening electrical consumption. He 
said this was not as important as 
cutting the amount of electricity used 
during peak hours. 
Weather 
Mostly sunny today with highs in 
the lower 50s. Party cloudy 
tonight and Saturday. Lows 
tonight in the upper 20s and low 
30s. Highs tomorrow in the low 
and mid 40s. Probability of 
precipitation 10 per cent today 
and 20 per cent tonight 
Pa* 2/Tht BG News, Friday, February 27, 197* 
eDneRiaLS     a show for the mass media 
> 
value the health center 
It is finally time that the student body learn to appreciate the 
services provided by the University Health Center. 
In the past three weeks, an estimated 3,600 students ailing with 
the flu were treated at the center, only weeks after cries were coming 
from many students saying the health center service should be 
curtailed. Impending financial difficulties within the University just 
might make that an unfortunate reality. 
If the center was closed down or open only from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
as proposed, students needing after-hours flu treatment could only 
turn to one other place-Wood County Hospital. 
That hospital, however, is more expensive and grossly 
overcrowded. 
The result would be the same treatment at a higher cost or no 
treatment at all because of limited bedspace or outpatient service 
facilities. 
Limiting health center facilities here in the form of reducing the 
number of inpatients admitted as well as the number of emergency 
and outcases could have a devastating effect on the University. 
If another disease should happen to spread and the health center is 
not operating at full capabilities, the welfare of the entire 
community would be endangered. 
The University cannot afford to let its health center fall victim to 
dwindling services and funds. 
why not mil waukee? 
How about letting the people of Milwaukee choose the President 
of the United States next time around? 
One might say that is certainly an absurd idea, but look again. 
The electoral system in this nation has allowed the citizens of the 
tiny New England state of New Hampshire, with a population almost 
identical to that of the city of Milwaukee, to practically elect the 
president themselves. 
The ridiculous amount of publicity given the New Hampshire 
primary by the media is evidently responsible for the swaying of 
votes of a substantial number of Americans nationwide. 
Chances are every time the name of the New Hampshire primary 
winner is flashed across a television screen, someone in America says 
to himself, "Well, the voters there seem to know what they're doing, 
so I think I'll vote for John Doe, too." 
Granted, the people of New Hampshire have an amazing record of 
picking the same winner in a primary as the voters across the country 
do in the final elections later in the year, but is that particular 
primary really so important? 
How much more do people in New Hampshire know about politics 
than voters in Milwaukee? Probably not a whole lot. 
In fact, half of the people in the United States probably have no 
idea where New Hampshire is located (based on the results of a 
recent Gallup Poll which indicates three in every 10 Americans don't 
even know what happened in 1776.). 
In November, when the new president-elect is announced and it 
turns out to be one of the New Hampshire primary winners, maybe it 
will be time to consider leaving the decision of the 1980 elections to 
the good people of Milwaukee. 
WASHINGTON-The other day the 
mailman delivered a copy of the 
official call to the Democratic 
National Convention. This is one call 
that I will not heed. I won't be missed 
and I won't miss anything. 
Network television coverage is so 
complete there's no need for any but a 
handful of special-purpose journalists 
to attend. Just as the best seat at a 
football game is at home in your living 
room, so it is with national political 
conventions. 
At the Super Bowl you"II see the 
people in the press box following the 
game on TV monitors. The same was 
true at the 1972 conventions at Miami. 
Many of the journalists in the hall 
were watching the convention on 
portable TV sets. 
THE DOZENS of camera stations, 
the capacity of the networks to take 
you immediately to where the most 
interesting stuff is going on so far 
outstrips the ability of one reporter or 
even a team of four or five to keep up 
with events that it is silly to try. With 
the introduction this year of 
extremely lightweight electronic tape 
cameras, the networks are going to be 
able to take us live to even more 
remote hotel rooms and more 
distantly casual political conversations 
between delegates in adjoining urinals. 
On top of that the networks, with 
their back-up research staffs and 
extensive use of computers, 
instantaneously        supply more 
information of all sorts than even a 
team of the best political reporters can 
know and use. 
Nevertheless thousands        of 
journalists and media people will 
attend. They will outnumber the 
delegates and so penetrate and 
dominate the New York and Kansas 
City meetings next summer that these 
will be news industry conventions at 
which one of the exhibits is a group of 
politicians, meeting in the basement. 
Journalism isn't altogether unaware 
that it may be overdoing it. The story 
of the reporters covering the reporters 
covering the reporters covering the 
candidate has become a stock cliche 
story itself. NBC ran it again on the 
Nightly News not long ago. 
WHY THE coverage, however, is less 
often speculated on. Reader and 
viewer alike are usually left by the 
media with the self-serving thought 
that this is the price you have to pay 
for a free press and, boy, aren't you 
lucky to have us out there trucking 
this garbage to you. The ballgame is 
over, the candle is gutted, if 
democracy is dependent on the 
presence of 8,000 media mediocrities 
in the convention hall. 
Media people primarily go to 
political conventions for their own 
status needs. Being sent to the 
convention shows that you're enough 
of a star or in good enough with 
management to have them spend on 
you for this plum. When the list is 
pasted with the names of who's going 
mUWS -WROF OUR rAINOR CIA OFFICIALS WHO WON'T BE TALKING!)THE PRESS ANY MORE'' 
Lerrers 
to the convention, and you're not on 
it, it is a humiliation. It means you i 
ain't   got   no  clout   in   your   own 
organization. 
The   status   aspirations   of   news 
organizations    themselves    are   also J 
gauged   at    convention    time.   The 
number of seats and their position is as 
important      to     management'    and 
corporate     egos     as     the     seating  . 
arrangement is to diplomats at a state 
dinner.   The   kind   and   number  of 
badges and  passes each organization 
and   individual   gets  establishes   the 
pecking   order   of   importance   and < 
puff-uppedness   in   the   most  public 
way. 
No aspect of the arrangements can 
escape having vested status 
implications. Parking places, mode of . 
transportation to and from the hall, 
invitations to parties thrown by ' 
publishers and other media executives, 
hotel accommodations assigned to you 
and their closeness to the center of 
action, all figure in the process of 
judging rank. 
SINCE THE primary purpose of the 
media community,  to use  a media   , 
uglyism, in  attending is to establish \ 
rank, preen, accept homage from one's 
inferiors and give it to one's betters, to 
check out the job market, make deals 
and achieve  industry-wide consensus 
through   the  bonhomie  of informal 
social  process, a large proportion of 
this media mass do no news work at 
all.  They  are dysfunctional hotshots 
who do their little bit to make these ( 
conventions   depressing  and   painful 
experiences. 
The worst of the human litter, 
though, are among the children of the 
powerful. Loathsomely well-bred, 
tennis-playing, blond, blue-eyed and 
from out of the Ivy League and the 
social register, they are signed up as 
"interns" or pages or some other title 
denoting utter superfluity. 
But you better be nice to the , 
offspring of the corporate brass. Not 
that you'd be out on your keester. but 
hints get dropped and, come 1980 and 
the first national political convention 
is held in Honolulu, you may not get 
to go. 
Copyright. 1976, The Washington 
Post-King Features Syndicate 
i-VT1-' ■> 
another life 
to save 
There seems to be interest on this 
campus in saving a life as seen by the 
input should not end 
ot course evaluations 
By Ronald Lancaster 
Assistant Professor of Computer Science 
Cuest Columnist 
1 feel compelled to comment on the 
decision of the College of Business 
Administration to end the required 
student evaluations of instruction. I 
am not personally familiar with the 
process which led to this decision nor 
with the reasons used to justify the 
action, but I do feel that required 
student evaluations can be justified as 
an important and useful tool in the 
review of a faculty member's 
performance. 
Student evaluations are, to be sure, 
an imperfect measure of a faculty 
member's teaching ability. It has been 
shown that a professional actor with 
minimal knowledge of the subject 
matter can do well in instructor 
evaluations. It has also been suggested 
that instructors with low grading 
standards will do better than more 
strict graders. 
It seems to me that arguments such 
as this are not convincing. No one has 
suggested that student evaluations 
should be the only instrument for 
measuring teaching performance. The 
department's peer evaluation can 
measure the technical competence of a 
faculty member (by the publication 
record, by professional discussions, 
etc.). 
Thus, student comments that a 
professor "knows the material well" 
must be corroborated by peer 
evaluation.        However,        student 
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comments indicating that an instructor 
"habitually contradicts and corrects 
himself" would be grounds for further 
investigation by the department. 
Students are also able to discern 
whether a faculty member is 
adequately prepared lor class. Peer 
evaluations will not always point out 
deficiencies in this area. 
With regard to the effect of grading 
standards on evaluations, it is possible 
to compare grade distributions in 
classes at various levels with the results 
of student evaluations. In my 
department, at least, no clear 
correlation can be observed. It is my 
opinion that most students take the 
evaluation task seriously, and honestly 
attempt to be reasonable and accurate. 
The effect of eliminating required 
student evaluations is to enable the 
making of decisions on faculty status 
(including promotion and salary 
increments) without student input. 
Presumably, if such information is 
optional, it would be submitted to the 
college only in cases where it supports 
the faculty member's case. 
It might be mentioned that peer 
evaluations have the same potential for 
misuse as student evaluations. But 
when student evaluations are used in 
conjunction with peer evaluations and 
surveys of grading practices, a clearer 
picture of a faculty member's 
performance can be expected. 
It is true that neither student 
evaluations nor peer evaluations 
necessarily result in better instruction. 
But if some faculty members have 
morale problems because of receiving 
low evaluations from students, it 
seems to me that a better solution 
than eliminating the student input can 
be found. 
Will students passively accept this 
decision by the faculty of the College 
of Business Administration7 Probably 
so. One can hope that individual 
departments and other colleges will be 
more appreciative of the value of 
student input into faculty evaluation. 
success of the blood drives. There is 
another way to save a life that ' 
thought the student body would also 
be interested in. 
There are several people who have 
been placing boxes at each main desk 
(in dorms) for the purpose of 
collecting computer price tags. The 
little black and white striped tags are 
on just about everything that you buy. 
And you could help to buy a kidney 
machine for a man that can't afford 
one by cutting or ripping the tags out 
and putting them in the box at your 
dorm. 
For all those people who are already 
participating, great! Now that the rest 
of you know about it I hope that you 
will take that 3 seconds of time each 
time you throw something away to 
save a life. 
If anyone has any questions. Brad 
Beyers of 219 Anderson or Jerry 
Rittenhouse of 207 Anderson are the 
people to get in touch with. 
Jerry 372-1283 
Brad 372-1378 
Peter DeMott 
225 Anderson Hall 
fine 
organizations 
Well it's that time of year again. All 
the deserving organizations on this 
campus will be vying for money from 
the Advisory Committee on General 
Fee Allocations (ACFCA). 
We are sure that all the finest and 
most- outstanding organizations will- 
win out. While contemplating this 
idea, my friends and I have realized 
that there are many groups which have 
not been mentioned in your line 
articles. We are sure that you feel you 
have effectively noted all of the 
organizations. Here are a few which 
were unjustly omitted. 
Although you mentioned the Third 
World Graduate Association, we were 
shocked to see that you omitted the 
other Graduate Associations. What is 
to become of the First and Second 
World Graduate Associations, not to 
mention the number of students who 
live in a world of their own. 
There are many other groups which 
were overlooked. The United Brothers 
of East Side Cleveland are interested in 
rekindling their neighborhood 
experiences before coming to the 
scholastic realm of BGSU. They 
request $1,000 in small unmarked bills 
to be used for "recreational 
equipment." 
Politically speaking, no group could 
be more deserving of funds than the 
Lithuanian Student Co-Op. Their 
request for $3,000 will be used to 
re-establish their nation. Now who 
could refuse a group of die-hard 
Lithuanians. 
Last, but not least in size, the 
Women's Greco-Roman Wrestling 
Club. An allocation to this 
organization could make a lifetime 
dream come true for their Captain. 
Hilda Grunt. This money would be 
used for her travel expense to the 
National meet in Hammerlock, New 
Jersey. 
Perhaps now you see the fine 
organizations you have overlooked. 
Hopefully, these organizations will be 
able to continue despite your 
oversight. It would' be a shame to see 
one of these vital groups fold. 
Tom Gadus 
216 Anderson 
Brian Hoch 
214 Anderson 
a squeeze play 
Have you ever wondered how it 
would feel to be a sardine? 
One very good way to find out is to 
try to stand in line at a hockey game! 
A line usually starts to form about an 
hour before the doors open at 6:30 
pjn., by 6:IS pjn. the line is so 
compressed that no one can move! If 
you happen to drop your ticket you 
have to ask the sardine in front of you 
to please move his "fin" so you can 
pick the ticket up. 
Besides sardines being present, there 
are a lot of worms also! These are the 
people who worm their way into line 
by using little tricks. 
ONE SUCH TRICK is to pretend 
that you have something in your eye 
besides your contact, but only your 
friend at the back of the line has the 
means to remove the bothersome 
particle. So she has just got to come to 
the front of the line--ri»*t? Wrong! 
The most fun comes when the doors 
finally open (If they can get them 
open). 
At one game the crowd pushed so 
hard that a little girl fell down and was 
almost trampled. It is difficult even for 
adults to stay on their feet during this 
"mad rush" for the door. 
What we would like to know is why '' 
supposedly intelligent adults behave in 
this juvenile manner9 Sure you would 
like to get a good seat to see our great 
hockey team. We would too. But 
surely, taking a little more time to get' 
in the door isn't too much to ask. 
We are not knocking fans being 
eager to see the game, but we are 
knocking the "fish" and the "worms" 
that keep pushing and crowding. 
Dorothy McKinley 
309 McDonald North 
Linda Dey 
Sue Mazanec t 
319 McDonald North 
Lyssa Aurand   i 
Coanne Virgin 
203 McDonald North 
clarification 
First, I would like to express my 
sincere appreciation to Dave Crowl 
who took over my responsibilities 
during my recent leave of absence. He 
has been a driving force in Student 
-Government Association (SGA) 
throughout the year. 
Secondly, I would like to clarify a 
few points; 1 went home for a rest and 
to catch up on my work there.. I 
suppose that everyone needs to take a 
break periodically and take a rest from 
the pressures. This is exactly what I 
did. I'm very sorry if I caused any 
alarm. 
Finally, the only reason I would 
ever consider resigning the office of 
SGA President is if I couldn't give it 
my best. 1 love the job and the people 
I've been able to meet. I hope that in . 
some small way I have made a 
contribution to the student body. This 
is a job 1 took, not for money or fame 
or power, because none of these things 
enter into the position. I took it 
because I was elected by you and I felt 
I could contribute something to help 
you in your day to day struggle here at 
BG. Therefore, I will continue to serve 
as your president until the end of the 
year. I've always tried to complete 
every job I ever started. I plan on 
completing this one as best I can. 
Remember, if 1 can be of any 
assistance, please call and let me know. 
W. Randall Hathaway'' ' 
Student Government Association Preside! 
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Bagel making 'relatively simple' 
By Marilyn Dillon 
Dozens of liomemide 
bagels were devoured 
Wednesday night by the 55 
persons attending the 
bagel-making demonstration 
in the Home Economics 
building. 
The I bagel is a hard, 
glazed ' donut-shaped roll, 
that was introduced into the 
United States by German 
and Russian immigrants. 
Patty Fraker. senior 
(Ed.). presented the 
step-by-step demonstration. 
She explained that bagels 
are "relatively simple" to 
make because it is not 
necessary to be precise 
when measuring the 
ingredients. For example, a 
little too much flour will 
not ruin the batch, she said. 
WHILE volunteers from 
the audience assisted her 
with  mixing and kneading 
the dough, Fraker explained 
the bagel-making process. 
"I always wondered how 
they made them," said 
Kathy OToole. freshman 
(Ed). "Mine will probably 
turn out like little hard 
rocks," she said, "but 111 
try to make them." 
Jim Holb. senior (A&S). 
who assisted Fraker in the 
demonstration, said, "It was 
great fun. 1 thought it 
would be a lot harder than 
it was but it seemed really 
easy," 
ADMITTING that he 
would probably try the 
recipe. Tony Abdalla. a 
graduate student in 
computer science, said that 
his specialty was sourdough 
and he may try to 
incorporate that into the 
recipe. 
The demonstration was 
sponsored by the 
Restaurant Management 
Club. 
School standards tested 
Bagels Participants help make bagels during a demonstration Wednesday night. Several remarked that it was not as difficult as they had thought. (Newsphoto by Marvlvn 
Dilon) 
Ohio State Senator Donald "Buz" Lukens 
(R-Middletown) is planning to introduce a bill to simplify 
basic requirements for all primary and secondary schools, 
both public and private, in order for them to become 
accredited by the Ohio Department of Education. 
Lukens said the bill will rescind all requirements except 
the basic 180-day school year and academic and course 
requirements. 
He called the current requirements "too extensive ."and 
cited an example. An out-of-state history teacher, who does 
not have any Ohio history courses, is unable to teach 
history in Ohio. He suggested giving such a teacher two or 
University choir performs 
gospel music nationally 
The University Gospel Choir' gave a 
free concert Wednesday in the Grand 
Ballroom before a sparse crowd. Guest 
performances by the Ohio State Gospel 
Choir, Toledo Angelic Choir, Toledo St. 
Marks Choir and Samuel Burton, a flutist, 
from Bowling Green highlighted the 
event. 
The gospel choir began in the winter of 
l')70 when a play entitled "Out of the 
Depths," by Jeanne Lyons, was presented 
at the Universtiy. 'Die play was about 
black people who were brought from 
slavery and made to realize their freedom. 
Ilu' cast, expressing a desire to stay 
together, formed the BGSU Gospel Choir. 
DURING the past live years the choir 
has done extensive travelling. This year 
they will visit the east coast area. 
The   Gospel   Choir   is  a   University 
organization funded through the General 
Fee. The 65 members do not pay dues 
but work on various projects around the 
campus to raise money. The money that 
is raised helps to finance an annual trip 
during spring quarter. While on lour the 
choir performs in churches, schools and 
to anyone who is interested in gospel 
music. 
THE OBJECTIVES of the choir are to 
spread the appreciation of gospel music, 
and to spread the spiritual messages of 
God through concerts. 
Any registered University student 
may join the choir. Auditions are held 
during fall quarter under the direction of 
Teresa Sanders. Rehearsals arc every 
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Musical Arts 
Building. 
Spy ship up for lease 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Unable to find a use for the 
CIA's imil tun ilium dollar 
Glomar Explorer, the 
government asked private 
industry yesterday to 
submit bids to lease the spy 
ship for up to three years. 
But executives for two of 
the three corporations that 
government officials hoped 
might submit bids expressed 
no interest in the sophisti- 
cated vessel. which was used 
by the CIA to recover part 
of a Russian submarine 
from the bottom of the 
Pacific Ocean. 
One industry executive 
has said the government 
would be willing to lease the 
Glomar Tor $30,000 a day. 
The     Gi ^^r^^^Ug 
Administration (GSA), 
custodian of the 618-foot 
ship, suggested that private 
industry might use it for 
"deep sea mining, salvaging, 
pipelaying and under-sea 
drilling." 
A GSA spokesman said 
the government would place 
an advertisement today in 
the Wall Street Journal 
saying: "For lease, Hughes 
Glomar Explorer." 
The ship was built with 
government funds under a 
secret agreement between 
the CIA and a corporation 
controlled by billionaire 
Howard Hughes. 
After the CIA was 
through with it, the 
nie.ut^.   lJ.'elL 
unsuccessfully to find 
another federal agency that 
might use it, the spokesman 
described the ship's 
"sophisticated automatic 
station-keeping system" 
which keeps it in one spot 
on the moving sea. He also 
described its 11 million 
pound capacity hoisting 
system, capable of raising 
and lowering equipment 
more than 17,000 feet. 
ANY SUCCESSFUL 
bidder would get a two-year 
lease with a one-year 
renewal option. the 
spokesman said. 
"The possibilities of 
leasing the Glomar are quite 
minimal." said an executive 
for Dcepsca Ventures, a 
Tenneco luc,,,subsidiary. 
three yean to meet the requirement, and then be granted 
teaching certification. 
EACH PRIMARY and secondary school in Ohio must 
meet basic standards in nine categories, according to Mary 
Poston, assistant director of elementary education, Ohio 
Department of Education. The categories are: 
-statutory requirements established by the state 
legislature. 
-organization and administration of the school. 
-curriculum and institution. 
-pupil services, including a health center and speech and 
hearing tests. 
-staff and personnel must be certified by the Ohio 
Education Association. 
-instructional matter and equipment. 
-school and community relations. 
-evaluation and research. 
-physical facilities and the school layout. 
MEMBERS OF both the Senate and House from larger 
cities do not want the bill passed because schools in their 
districts receive more subsidies from the state than others 
and stand to lose some of these subsidies if the bill was 
passed, he said. 
Lukens said that with the present standards, it is difficult 
for pnvate schools to survive. If a school docs not meet the 
standards it must close its doors. 
He said families will be in turmoil if private schools are 
forced to close because they do not wish to send their 
children to public schools. He said there will be protests 
from these families. 
"Private schools want to be left alone." Lukens said. 
LUKENS SAID the ratio of students entering college 
after attending private schools is much higher than those 
who attended public schools. Therefore, improvement 
should be made in the public schools, he said. 
Parents of students in private schools become more 
involved in the school and because of this the students are 
more disciplined, he said adding "There is society 
involvement." 
According to Lukens there is a lack of discipline in 
public schools, and better citizens come from private 
schools. 
WOMEN'S WEEK 
KEYNOTE PROGRAM *(£&&*> 
Tuesday's Events - WOMEN'S CONTRIBUTIONS 
"Women in Art" presentation 
'Women in Politics" discussion by 
Toledo City Council candidate 
-Marlene Sanders keynote program 
Wednesday Events - SOCIALIZATION 
l«*M 
Marlene Sanders 
ABC-TV Vice President and Producer 
will speak and present 
the acclaimed documentary 
"Close-up on Women's Health: 
A Question of Survival" 
8 p.m. Tuesday Grand Ballroom 
Monday Events - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES 
-Homosexual lifestyles panel 
-"Fantasies     Men    Have    About 
Women" discussion 
-Programs on "Images of Women in 
Popular Culture", "Images of Women 
in American Folklore", "Images of 
Women in the Media" featuring films, 
slides and dialogue 
-Panel of international women 
discussing women's roles in their 
native countries 
-Workshop on transending sex roles 
in interpersonal communication 
Thursday Events - CAREERS 
-Panel on conflicts with career, 
husband and family 
-Films "A Woman's Place", 
"Anything You Want to Be", 
"Sometimes I Wonder Who I Am" and 
"Joyce at 34" with discussions and 
rap sessions 
-Workshop on identifying your 
skills 
—Discussion of interviewing 
techniques for women 
Friday Events -HEALTH 
-Discussion of women's legal rights 
-Assertiveness training session 
-Panel on changing roles, featuring 
homemaker with 11 children, faculty 
woman with small children, graduate 
student  with  grown children, single 
administrator, administrator who's 
childfree by choice 
-Poetry reading 
-Rap sessions with changing roles 
panelists 
-Film and discussion on pelvic and 
breast examinations 
-Film and discussion on self-breast 
examinations 
-Discussion of women's health 
problems 
-Film and  discussion on   Lamaze 
prepared childbirth 
-Rape prevention presentation 
-Closing event, "In Theatre, In 
Love, In Depth," dramatic 
presentation by two Wright State 
threatre graduates, doing scenes from 
plays written by and about women 
Check Monday's Green Sheet for complete times, locations and details 
Women's Week is organized by and/or 
sponsored through the cooperation of 
Student Activities, Women for 
Women,       Student      Government 
Association, Panhellenic, Commuter 
Center, the Black Student Union, 
Women in Communications, Women's 
Program   Board,  Harshman Program 
Board, Founders, Popular Culture 
faculty and students. College Student 
Personnel students, the American 
Cancer     Society,    Toledo    Planned 
Parenthood, the Center for Continued 
Learning, and many, many individual 
students, faculty and staff members. 
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Soviet living style changed 
Batter up" in this case meant a little more than stepping up to 
IMVCICI©       il»' plate! as two University students demonstrated. (Newsphoto 
by Lance Wynn) 
By BID Van Kirk 
Life in the Soviet Union 
has undergone significant 
changes in recent years, 
according to Dr. Robert 
Hansen, assistant professor 
of political science. 
Hansen spent some time 
in the Soviet Union in 1964. 
He returned there last 
October - December, 
studying under a grant from 
the Faculty Research 
Committee. 
Hansen said economic 
improvement was the most 
obvious change he noticed 
on his return trip. 
•THE SOVIETS have 
been building like crazy," 
he said. "Today Moscow has 
many 20 to 30 story 
buildings, but in 1964 there 
were none." 
Hansen added that the 
Soviets have improved the 
standards and designs of 
buildings. 
"Buildings used to have 
an inverted canopy-type 
structure in front to protect 
pedestrians from falling 
bricks. You don't see this 
any more." « 
"Buildings arc also better 
looking," he said. "Soviets 
are more conscious of 
aesthetics and they bring in 
foreign building designers." 
Hansen said there has 
been a dramatic increase in 
the amount of privacy and 
space for the average Soviet 
family. 
"In 1964 it was estimated 
that as many as 50 per cent 
of the families in the Soviet 
Union shared kitchen and 
bathroom facilities," he 
said. "This estimate is now 
down to about 10 per 
cent." 
THE AVERAGE wage of 
a Soviet worker today is 
$225 to $300 a month, 
compared to about $100 a 
month in 1964, Hansen 
said. 
"However, in most Soviet 
families, both the husband 
and wife work," he said. 
"This means a family may 
have an income of $400 to 
$600 monthly." 
Hansen said that while 
the availability of consumer 
goods in the Soviet Union 
has improved, the country 
still lags far behind the U.S. 
"People I talked with 
noted that it now takes only 
three years to receive an 
automobile after you order 
It," he said. "In 1964 I 
think the typical waiting 
time was 10 years. 
According to Hansen, 
consumer goods in the 
Soviet Union lack quality as 
well as quantity, but other 
things such as housing, 
education, medical care and 
public transportation are 
inexpensive or free. 
"As a result, the Soviets 
seem to have a large amount 
of money for entertain- 
ment, such as movies and 
other cultural events," 
Hansen said. "They are also 
saving a lot of money." 
Television is one 
consumer item Soviets no 
longer do        without, 
according to Hansen. 
"TV is very common 
now." Hansen said. "When 
you go out at night, you can 
see the light of a television 
in almost every apartment." 
"ONE    NIGHT    I    hid 
dinner with a family who 
seemed to be more 
interested in watching a 
Siberian cowboy movie on 
TV than in talking with 
me." 
Hansen said Soviet people 
also have improved their 
standards of dress. 
"Women particularly now 
dress in much better 
clothing," he said. "But I 
don't suppose they would 
be regarded as fashionable 
by American standards." 
Food quality and 
quantity also have been 
upgraded, Hansen said. 
"Soviets remarked to me 
about how much more food 
such as meat and butter is 
now available. I ate a lot of 
meals in modest cafeterias. 
The dishes consist mihUy of 
meat,       potatoes and 
vegetables. and they are 
actually quite tasty." 
Hansen said economic 
improvement was not the 
only change he noticed. He 
said he did not feel as 
conspicuous about his 
American identity and 
appearance. 
'THE PEOPLE were not 
as surprised on my last trip 
when they found out who I 
was. Of course, 130,000 
Americans visited the Soviet 
Union last year, so Soviets 
are more used to meeting 
Americans." 
Hansen said many 
American tourists think 
Soviet cities display a faded, 
colorless appearance. 
"However, I was struck by 
the improvement of the 
appearance of cities 1 
visited especially 
Moicow." 
One thing Hansen says 
has not changed is the 
friendliness of the Soviet 
people. 
"The Soviet Union was a 
friendly place on my first 
trip, and I found it 
unchanged," he said. "1 
would say it is unlikely that 
a Russian visiting Chicago or 
Detroit would be treated in 
such a friendly way. 
"ONE OF the nice things 
about dining in the Soviet 
Union is that you may join 
anyone at his table for 
dinner and a friendly 
conversation, even if he is a 
stranger." However, Hansen 
said it is often "frustrating " 
trying to get a good meal in 
Soviet hotels. "The service 
is poor and generally rude," 
he said. "Even generous tips 
do not seem to do any 
good." 
Hansen said the Soviet 
people feel less oppressed 
than in 1964 and they look 
to the future with great 
optimism. 
"My impression is that 
Soviet people give the 
Soviet political system 
great  amount of support," 
Hansen said. "A question 
they always ask is where 
would I rather live, in the 
VS.    or     Soviet     Union.   ' 
They're   actually   surprised 
when I say the US,. 
local briefs 
Mardi Gras 
Union Activities Organization's Mardi Gras activities 
continue today with the following programs: 
2-5 p.m. Happy Hours-Nest. WFAL. in cooperation 
with Universal Sound, will broadcast live from the 
Union. Beer will be sold and admission is free. 
8-12 p.m. Mixer-Grand Ballroom. Universal Sound 
will provide the music. Mr. Phillips, a balloon twister, 
will be part of the crowd. Beer and pop will be sold and 
admission is 50 cents. 
8-11 p.m. UAO Mardi Gras Coffeehouse-Carnation 
Room. Michael Greer and Ann Bender will perform. 
Coffee and tea provided. Admission is 50 cents. 
9-10:30 p.m. Mardi Gras Charity Bingo-Dogwood 
Suite. Union. Prizes will be provided by local merchants 
and admission is 50 cents. 
Fiedler concert 
Because of the demand for tickets to the April 17 
Toledo Symphony Orchestra Pops concert with Arthur 
Fiedler, a second concert will be at 3 p.m. Easter 
Sunday, April 18 in the Masonic Auditorium. 
Tickets may be ordered by mailing a self-addressed 
stamped envelope and a check or money order to: 
Toledo Symphony Orchestra Suite 109. One Stranahan 
Square. Toledo. Oh. 43604. 
Districting 
Results of the Student Government Association 
(SGA) Student Senate districting survey show that 1,279 
students who participated in the survey are in favor of 
districting while 295 are against it. 
SGA Elections and Opinions Board Chairman 
Kathleen Reams said that an open board meeting will be 
held sometime next week to consider the six districting 
proposals that have been submitted to SGA. 
Project Merge 
All students who wish to enter Project Merge for 
fall quarter 1976 must attend a pre-registration meeting 
at 7 p.m. Mar.3 in 202 Education Bldg. Any questions 
can be answered by the Merge Office by calling 
372-0151 Ext. 290. 
Cancellation 
The film Thoroughly Modem Millie scheduled at 7 
p.m. on Sunday. Feb. 29 in 105 Hanna Hall has been 
canceled. 
Physics seminar 
Dr. R.K. Smith of Duke University will speak on "A 
Pedestrian View of Atomic Physics   With Heavy Ions" as 
part of the Bowling Green - Toledo theoretical physics 
seminar at 4 p.m. Tuesday in 266 Overman Hall. 
Piano recital 
Artist in residence Jerome Rose will present a piano 
recitai :l 4 p.m. Sunday. Feb. 29, in the Rectial Hall, 
Musical Arts Bldg. 
Winter concert 
On Sunday, Feb. 29, at 4 p.m. the Little Orchestra 
Society of Toledo, with James Hammann conducing, 
will present its winter concert as the fourth program in 
the Meetinghouse Concert Series, The program will be in 
the sanctuary of the First Congregational Church, 2315 
Collingwood Ave.. Toledo. 
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APARTMENTS 
1-BLOCK 
FROM CAMPUS 
Save 
the News 
NOW LEASING 
FOR 
SUMMER & FALL 
HAMPTON 
HOUSE 
DELUXE 
2BDRM 
FURNISHED 
APTS. 
PHONE 
352-6293 
705 7th STREET] 
SUMMER 
JOBS 
CEDAR POINT 
AMUSEMENT PARK, 
Sandusky, Ohio will 
hold on-campus 
interviews March 8 and 
9 for summer 
employment. 
Approximately 3,000 
positions available for 
wide variety of jobs. 
Contact Student 
Employment Office 
for information or 
• ppoi n tment. 
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Button collector explains hobby 
Louie Leii. sophomore (BA), exhibits his button collection. 
ff . . ■*■ -t-j-\*m r which includes specimens ringing from less than one inch to nine 
DVTTOnS     inches in diameter and from  political comment to campaign 
pictures. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman) 
By Dennis SadowaVi 
Remember playing the 
childhood game "Who's Got 
the Button?" Well. Louie 
Levy, sophomore (BA), has 
the button-in fact, over 
1,500 of them-but not 
ordinary buttons. Levy 
collects political buttons. 
"The hobby is more than 
just collecting buttons," 
Levy said. "It's meeting all 
different types of people." 
He described button and 
political item collectors as 
"a big, happy family." He 
said people of all 
occupations are collectors, 
and through correspondence 
with each other they 
develop personal 
friendships. 
LEVY CREDITS a man 
in New York, "Mr. 
Buttons." for helping his 
collection grow. "Mr. 
Buttons"        is about 
80-years-old. legally blind 
and has a large collection of 
buttons. He has sent many 
of his duplicates to Levy. 
"He's a real pal." Levy 
said. 
Levy began collecting 
political buttons, during the 
1968 campaign for the 
presidency. Since then, he 
started buying buttons from 
people who advertise in a 
political collectors' 
newspaper. 
He compared button 
collecting to an investment. 
Many buttons he acquired 
from the I °68 campaign are 
worth much more now, he 
said. 
SOME BUTTONS are 
worth as much as SI,000, 
according to Levy, but his 
most valuable button is 
worth much less. 
He said the purchase of a 
valuable button for a few 
dollars is becoming less 
commonplx-c. People are 
realizing there arc button 
collectors and will charge 
more for a button. Levy 
said. 
The best place to buy 
buttons, according to Levy, 
is flea markets and garage 
sales because people there 
are less likely to know 
about button collecting. 
FOUR CRITERIA 
determine the value of a 
button, according to Levy: 
•if the button is rare and 
many people want it. then 
the value goes up. 
••the condition of the 
button is also important; if 
scratches or rust appear on a 
button, its value will be 
lowered. 
•-the age of the button 
usually determines the value 
of the button: value 
increases with age and, 
-the popularity of the 
candidate   on   the  button; 
more popular candidates 
usually brtng a higher price. 
Levy said some of his 
favorite buttons are 
"anti-people" buttons and 
buttons with double 
meanings. Many times the 
double meaning        is 
intentional, he added. 
One of his favorites 
reads: "Cod is alive...and 
voting Republican." 
He said he also likes 
recent buttons because they 
are more colorful. 
APPEALS TO patriotism 
aren't as important to a 
candidate because they are 
using colors, other than the 
traditional red, white and 
blue, to attract more 
people, he added. 
Levy is a member of the 
Nixon Political Items 
Collectors (NPIC). an 
organization which collects 
political memorabilia of 
former President Richard 
Nixon. 
"This isn't a Nixon fan 
club," he explained. "Moat 
members have no positive, 
personal feelings toward 
Nixon." 
The club was formed last 
summer when a group of 
Nixon collectors, after 
writing to each other for 
some time, decided to form 
a club and exchange ideas 
about Nixon political items. 
THE    CLUB    has    36 
national   members   and   a 
quarterly newsletter, 
"Checkers."    which    Levy 
edits. 
He said he Tills the 
newsletter with articles and 
ads contributed by fellow 
members. 
The newsletter is named 
for a Nixon speech during 
the I9S2 presidential 
campaign in which Nixon 
denied having used an illegal 
campaign fund for pleasure, 
Levy said. He recently 
completed the third issue of 
the newsletter. 
Levy said "Checkers" 
attempts to tie the members 
of NPIC together and 
provide » medium for 
exchange of ideas on Nixon 
political items. 
NPIC is a specialty club 
and is recognized by the 
American Political Items 
Collectors (AP1C), a 
national club with over 
2.000 members, he said. 
THE APIC was formed in 
1945 and its purpose is to 
promote and expand the 
hobby of collecting political 
items. 
The APIC is opposed to 
brummagem-any button 
characterized as fantasy and 
reproductions or buttons 
produced by dealers solely 
for sale to collectors. 
Levy said there are large 
amounts of brummagem 
and reproduced buttons in 
collectors' and dealers' 
hands. 
The worst offenders are 
commercial companies that 
reproduce buttons. numV 
them "reproduction," and 
sell them for a small price. 
To a collector these buttons 
are worthless, he said. 
SOME PERSONS 
specialize in making 
reproductions to bilk 
collectors and even add nut 
or scratches to make 
buttons look authentic, ht 
said. 
Usually young collectors 
are the victims of these 
people. Levy said. 
He said the APIC was 
instrumental in the passage 
of a 1973 law prohibiting 
any collectable item from 
being reproduced. If 
reproduced, it must be 
marked with the date of 
manufacture or the word 
"reproduction." 
Levy has been active 
politically with the 
Republican party. He said 
he plans to run for political 
office some day. 
When he runs for office. 
Levy has one button ready 
for his campaign. It reads: 
"Levy for Ohio Senate." 
New fraternity to help community 
Earlier this month two 
reptcsentatives of Pi Kappa 
Phi. a national social 
fraternity,   ca me    to   the 
University hoping to start a 
chapter here. Today the 
chapter has 35 members, 
and. according to chapter 
president Greg Ferrall. 
freslwian (A&S). more are 
expected. 
"No one who expressed 
interest in the fraternity was 
rejected." Ferrall said. "The 
theme of the  fraternity is 
unity through variety." 
FERRALL said the 
fraternity is primarily made 
up of freshmen and 
sophomores who were not 
interested in existing 
University fraternatics and 
added that the group plans 
to be active in community 
affairs. 
"We are considering 
cleaning up some part of 
Bowling    Green,"    Ferrall 
said. "We will contact the 
city council to find where 
the city's needs are." 
On-campus housing for 
the fraternity has been 
applied for, Ferrall said. The 
fraternity now meets in the 
University Union. 
MEN JOINING the 
fraternity are not referred 
to    as    pledges,    but    as 
associate members, Ferrall 
said. They are responsible 
for completing some 
constructive project. "We 
are totally against hazing." 
Interfratemily Council, 
last spring, voted to permit 
Pi Kappa Phi to start a 
chapter here. The Bowlinjt 
Green chapter is the 111th 
chapter of the Charleston. 
S^- based fijjlfirnjty.. 
SGCnonci 
*% 
uuiirauL RD ODD io ma CDS 
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i Good luck in Corpus Christi, 
I Mark & Lorraine 1 
I * 
THE FONT 
IS 
COMING 
ChiO's 
GET PSYCHED FOR 
WINTER PARTY 1976 
The Factory 
Mushroom Machine" i 
THRT'S H FRIT 
SOME 
BULL.' ||M HIGHEST PCICE P».D PCW A BULL WAS •1,050,000 COO 
"NEWMOuSE JEWRC<! 
mmomitow... 
is utotHtB a*: ""> cerm 
ZnuLoaaow »Ji/U n*ve ™E       , 
»»»»»» 
NO PLACE TO 
60 BUT UP.' 
TM« u.5.ca»ST6uAoo 
«OTOn u*EBO»T 
j«TB£mcrM*prA 
3«O-0M«ti ROLL 
IN 1971 OF* Tt* 
CO«6T or ORStMM! 
-V 
2518 S. Reynolds Rd. • Toledo. Ohio 865-8065 
Between the Turnpike & Heatherdowne near Southwyck Mall 
SPAGHETTI with: ITALIAN SPECIALTIES: 
TOMATO SAUCE 11.95 BAKED LASAGNA $3.25 
Mi  t .*, % ...i.e..p. p.rp«.rd(>»»f« Layer, and layar. of pa.la.rr.th.ly 
**'"' '*"*•• ■H€ hrn ground baal and thre■ appellilrtg < ti..t.t 
MUSHROOM SAUCE $2.65 '" covarad wllh Mr Tony'i lamoua tomato 
randar and Mala, thMytlteed muthroomt tauca Mamma Mia' 
—£^-*£™~ MM VEALPARMEGIANA $3.95 HEARTY MEAT SAUCE S2.65 Choice, lander vaal. covered with Italian 
A Bffnmprtm ol tround baW blended Cheew and baked to partrctlont Saivad 
t^ssissxssssM «.h..td,ot.l»,h„„ 
MEATBALLS $2.75 RAVIOLI $2.95 
Frvshly qr,,Uf>d btrt blended wnh win i h*tb. Large squares of tender pasta fully packed 
•ftd $*♦*M malm ow> mtsi balls rfwomparatHV with fresh ground beef and covered with 
OLD WORLD ITALIAN SAUS.  $2.S5 M' TP"V'' "fh ,om"° ""' 
c„n„„„, ,„„ „i .„, ,„„ .„hi»...-and BAKED ITALIAN SAUSAGE ..$3.95 
Italian Seutafe covered with our robutt Haarty plump link* of our Own vary .pedal 
jomaio.auee ..,,_ Italian Sautaqe baked tope.lecllon 
'""*' »*-<«« "•«" • ' '•*» S,-vad .luling ho. on a bid ol land.. 
POT-POURRI $3.85 P«'e mortal., wllh our d.ltclout tomato uuca. 
s».,.d -iih i1.l« tout Mm RaiW   Italian r.UMrimui •*   aiai 
Satoar   meal SauceandMuahroomt Prapar.il lANNtLLtlNI $3.65 
lor tha haarty apeerac aiiatimenrt Rollad patla alu5ad wllh dallcataly aaatonad 
GAKI IC a BUTTER S 2 9% maat and .wlmmlng In our rich maal .aura. 
laitaatljHOjdW.rtdlii ii wJkn*i MANICOITI S3.65 
a I.....it. m N.pi,. Fllw|y groum, Rkoll. <;„,.„ .peclally 
BABV CLAM WHITE SAUCE . . $2.95 Mended and i.ulted Into thin pa.ia roth! 
tender Bet* New Enaland Clam, n.th.d in Covarad wllh Tony • haarty tomato Muca 
■tut nwn tp.i tal whH* aaaca 
CHAR-BROILED 16 OZ. N.Y. STRIP STEAK $6.50  RjSja 
A tparially tal.. i.d choka titl.nn (thick, landar and tatty') tarvad .lul.ng hoi with   >acBala> 
a .id. oltpaoh.lti WBr7 
All the above dinners Include a Crispy-fresh Salad with your choice of 
Italian, Creamy Blue Cheese. Thousand Island. Vinegar & Oil Dressing. 
Garlic Bread. Butter. Coffee or Tea! 
PIZZA 
THE VERY BEST IN TOLEDO! 
ORIGINAL ROUND 
SERVES 
(9 Inch) 
CHEESE PLAIN 1.50 
CHEESE & ONE ITEM 1.80 
CHEESE & TWO ITEMS.... 2.10 
CHEESE & THREE ITEMS . . 2.40 
CHEESE & FOUR ITEMS... 2.70 
CHEESE & FIVE ITEMS .... 3.00 
Extra Items    .30 
BIG 
FAMILY 
SERVES!     SIZE 
Il2lnch)   Il6lnch) 
2.00 
2.35 
2.70 
3.05 
3.40 
3.75 
.35 
2.95 
3.45 
3.95 
4.45 
4.95 
5.45 
.50 
ITEMS AVAILABLE 
Papparon. Minhroomt Onion Salami Ham 
Gra.nP.pp.it      Ground Baat     Ollv*t      Sautaga      Anchovla* 
SQUARE PIZZA BY-THE-PAN 
</i SIZE WHOLE 
(6plece.) llOplacat) 
CHEESE PLAIN       1.80 3.45 
CHEESE & ONE ITEM      2.55        4.25 
CHEESE & TWO ITEMS       3.10 4.85 
CHEESE A THREE ITEMS ....     3.50 5.25 
Extra Items       .30 50 
"Spaghetti  Machine" 
DRAUGHT 
BEER 
(Btach on tap) 
Pitcher      2 25 
Mugger     1.60 
Mug .60 
Boliled Beer: 
Strohs 60 
Budwal.ar   .75 
A compieta .alac.lon of 
MIXED DRINKS 90c • up 
HOUSE WINES 
IRfd. White. Roaa) 
Carafe (liter) ... 3.25 
'/> liter |.75 
Glass 60 
FACTORY HOURS 
MON.-THURS. ..Ua.m.-llp.m. 
™">AY II AMlel:30AM* 
SATURDAY 4PM Io 1:30 AM* 
SUNDAY 1:30 p.m.-8 p.m. 
>__ y 
"DINNER SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT • 
PIZZA SERVED TIL CLOSING    . 
Tony's 
NoodleMaker 
PIT 6/TOe BC NCWI, Friday, February 27, 1*76 
DQQNESBURY 
MEMWirttT      T00IDBaO6- 
sorvBHNtsr BLtmr? 
,mrnw-tttr ITSACOMWN (mums   axrumABOUT 
maamm.r ouRimmw* 
4QP.. 
ART KK ARTS SAKE? 
WHO ARE Y0UKWON6, 
MR.MIN6?-WUm 
THAT IN CHINA ANP 
MAO IUU HAVE XJLK 
MAPI    \ 
Ut'RE 7RWMS 0 PK£ 
CORREOIVF ACTION ONTHIS 
MATTER, IN ma. In JUST 
MSNAPP0IN7WPKECT0R0F 
THE NKULY fORMBPPOPU'S_ 
COUNCIL OF ART FOR ARTSA 
by Garry Trudeau 
ARTFOR.        THRrSMHT.OF 
ARTS s/m?! COURSE, TTSONLY 
YOUMEAN mimHAmu 
ACTUAL   som.*tKsnu. 
AESTHETICS?! flMNNf figfn- 
BILITY STUDIES. 
BUT... I 
1H0U6HTMA0 
H ummtFCRM 
OVER CONTENT I 
NONEEP 
TOTEUHIM- 
rfiSOHVKX. 
THETOURBTS. 
I 
1 MR.DUKE.ITHINKYOU HAVE A MISIMPRESOON OF THE CHAXHAN. MAO 
TSE7UN6 IS A SERVANT 
OF THE PEOPLE. KUSEEM 
TO THINK WE'VE PBFIEO 
/HIM! 
srmm 
WELL, WIIAVE, PRACTlCAlLY I 
MEAN, HE'S THE FOUC-HEROOF 
MILLIONS, RARELY 6RANIS INTER- 
VIEWS ANP IS NEVERSEENINPUB 
LtCllUHY.HE'SASREVeREPAS 
BOB PYLAN IS IN OUR COUNTRY! \ 
Comet to cross skies next week 
pimps, BUT TH= 
CHAKMANS CNLY 
AS600PASHIS 
LAST CULTURAL 
REVOLUTION 
SAME 
WITH 
BOBBY! 
»«»»*»»»* »» 
By Cindi Bloom 
Cornel buffs may have 
something to look at next 
week as the comet, West, 
makes its appearance on the 
early morning horizon. 
Dr. Roger Ptak, associate 
professor of physics, wifl be 
one of the observers in 
Sterling Farm field east of 
the Health Center at 5:45 
Monday morning. 
He and his student 
assistant plan to take low 
powered telescopes into the 
field. 
'The naked eye, low 
powered telescopes or 
binoculars are all good. In 
order to see a comet you 
need a wide field ol view," 
Dr. Ptak said. 
•THIS WILL enable you 
to see the tail, and if there is 
anything worth seeing, it's 
the tail." he said. 
Dr. Ptak said West is a 
new comet, named after its 
discoverer. Its path has not 
been charted to the extent 
that he could tell if it would 
pass by the earth again. 
"Monday morning at 
545 will be a good time to 
see West because the comet 
will rise an hour before the 
sun. West will be bright 
because of the amount of 
sunlight but the sky will be 
bright also," he said. 
"THE      AMOUNT     of 
sunlight     shining    through 
the gas tail ot the comet is 
what makes it spectacular to 
look at. 
"Thursday morning at 
5:30 it alto good, the sky 
will be darker but the comet 
will not be so bright," Dr. 
Ptak said. 
"The comet will be 
passing away from the sun 
next week. When we see it, 
West's tail will be pointing 
away from the sun in the 
direction it is moving. The 
tails of comets always point 
away from the sun," he 
said. 
"The only way to see a 
change  in position  of the 
comet is to watch it on a» 
daily basis for the week it is 
visible. . 
West will be seen all over 
the world, not only in the 
Bowling Green area. "It is 
the distance from the sun 
that makes it visible. nof\ 
position or distance from 
the earth," he said. 
"I may get up on Sunday ' 
and try to see West. If West 
is still worth looking at. I 
may continue through the 
following week." Dr. Ptak 
said. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ,om" Lewton!? 
-the Kids f 
iiTiitillliflil jTTTTT JTiMiTiTiT.il tiTTTTT.T,  
ManaMMMMHW 
TGIF 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
9 to 5:30 
50% OFF ON 
A SPECIAL TABLE OF 
-ration 
Wide selection .~„~„ «»«. ACROSS FROM 
BEE GEE BOOK STOBE   HARSHMAN 
\l takes the best 
to challenge 
all the rest. 
Pabst. Since 1844. 
The quality has always 
come through. 
PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis., 
j^eoriaHelflhtsJILJ-jejA^^        Los Angeles, Calif.. Pabst. Georgia. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1  fact* 
1 Piukar 
• Naek.aarol 
• Mfft 
II Famad India. 
14 Hold forth 
15 Had SI Do.. 
l«  Likaiotna 
poutao* 
18 Rana* of viaian 
11 Naraaajlaa 
nama 
20 (ialbv 
x— 
24 I-.... 
26 Juk* 
26 Coma in   Sp 
28 Golrian ahiner 
31 Type of curtain 
rod 
34 Tureen 
•dinncti 
31 Two of Henry 
VIII   OUN 
37 Compaee poani 
39 Distributed 
40 Qutfw   Fr 
42 Submanna 
44 In-h 
45 Keep to 
trie ground 
4T Danish COIIM 
Abbr 
40 A hundrod 
I'rrl,. 
SO Santandar i 
km 
VI   Ilflki   r 
llfhl 
•>b  Apollo* 
mother 
S7 Trot art* 
s.lh- 
*2 Arab | 
S3 Charub. 
44 Craw 
66  Cnbbag* board 
mi flier 
M Chop*.a* -ilt 
17 Wavee 
DOWN 
1 Arm, branch 
Abbr 
2 Through 
3 Hauardutto 
5 Mwdo 
6 Thumb-insoap 
man 
T F verlaitinjr 
* Dacoraiad 
again 
» Fancy 
10 Dated 
11 Good, in Italy 
13 Wait Coast 
campus   Abbr 
14 Hiaoaad 
17 Hiaaathropt 
21 Roaiar 
22 Bread* inner 
23 Cablorma rort 
Ash 
tft Ogt* 
27 HoMm*   fr 
1* Crucken aalad 
.eerndient 
30 Ttoaa Sp 
32 Super!..-,*! 
appeerenca 
33 Compass pant 
36 Suflu *ith 
lanHHtandUma 
M Make* possible 
41   Lout* Armstrong 
43 Doaa the dMhaa 
48 Whim 
49 ChocolBUT bran 
51 Inah  
53 Muoral (inalas 
83   Marxr-l 
54 HamburK * 
5H ccc 
corttrrmporarv 
59 Tool 
60 Oolong 
61 (it. de-.lt 
cheats Abbr 
~~#&o~ CLaSSIFIED   <». 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 352-5639 after 5. 
Friday, February 27, 1976 
Poetry    -   Talking   &   Listening  to   Yourself.   Poetry   to 
facilitate self-discovery Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. 1-5 p.m. 
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St. Noon. 
The Way meeting Parry.Am.. Union. 7 p.m.1"' ' 
Sunday. February 29. 1976 
Fin-n-Falcon Scuba Club Nat. 8 p.m. 
Active Christians Today worship service Commons NE cafe 
10:30 a.m. 
Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201 Hayes, 7-9 
p.m. 
Stud.   Counc.   for   Excep.   Child,  meeting   Buckeye  Rm., 
Union, 4 p.m. Open to all.  
Human    Rights   Alliance   meeting   Pink    Dogwood   Rm., 
Union. 6 p.m. Funding Presdent. All welcome. 
Monday, March 1, 1976 
BGSU  Rugby  Club organ,  meeting  &  films Wayne Rm., 
Union, 5 p.m. 
Active Christians Today Bible studies 603 Clough St. 346 
p.m. 
Judo Club practice/workout  Rm. 201  Hayes, 7:30-9:30 
p.m. 
All  Lib.  sci.  majors  A  minors wanting to become Alpha 
Beta Alpha members meeting Rm. 216 Hayes, 8 p.m. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: M. part Golden 
retriever has tags & collar, 
352-7238. 
LOST: 2/23/76 between the 
hrs. ot 7:15 & 7:45 a.m. A 
clipboard w/very important 
papers was lost in the 
vicinity of High St. & Troup 
St. Reward offered: 
352-2757. 
LOST: Ladies Gold Bulova 
watch.    Reward.   372-5875. 
LOST: Blue            BG 
windbraaker at   Commons 
Beer Blast. Sat nite. Call 
2-3026. 
RIDES 
4 girls need ride to West 
coast Fla. 372-5108. 
HELP WANTED 
Hostess wanted 7:30-2. 
Tues. thru Fri. Clock 
Restaurant. 412 E. Wooster. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Professional typing for any 
assignment. 352-0224. 
Eam $250.00 par thousand 
stuffing-addressing 
envelopes at home. 
Information: Sand $1.00 
plus stamped, addressed 
envelope to Heskey 
Associates, Box 821 QZ 
Covington, Kentucky 
41012. 
EMPA Emotional and 
Material Pregnancy Aid. Wa 
care. 352-6236 M. 4 r». 1-3 
P-m. Tu. k Th. 6:30-9:30 
p.m. 
Typing   done.   Call 
2-4087. 
Jackie. 
Typing fast and accurate. 
352-2809. 
ATTENTION PRE-MED. 
STUDENTS Enrollments 
are now being accepted for 
tutoring for the upcoming 
April MCAT exam. Classes 
will be offered locally. For 
information call collect. 
(614) 486-9646. Stanley H. 
Kaplan Educational Center 
1890 Northwest Blvd. 
Columbus. Ohio 43212. 
WANTED 
t. rmt. needed 4 spr. qtr. Lg. 
apt. Will bargain. 352-1938 
1 m. rmmt. needed now, 
own bdrm. $65/mo. Var. 
Sq. 352-9217. 
1 f. mute. spr. qtr. close to 
campus. $70/mo. Incl. util. 
Barb. 372-4024. 
1 f, rmmt. immed. 1 bdrm. 
353-9235. 
1 f. rmmt. spr. qtr. 2 bdrm. 
352-6428. 
l.t. to subl apt. spr. qtr. 
Nice It close to campus. 
352-2485. 
1 m. to subl. spr. close. Will 
bargain. 352-8371. 
1 or 2 m. rmmt. 1 tdk. from 
campus. Call 352-2915 
before 1 p.m. 
1 m. to sh. apt. spr. qtr. 
200/qtr. 352-6251 or 
352-0802 Close to campus. 
1 m. needed immed. Own 
rm. close to campus. Eric, 
2 m. rmmts. for 76-77 yr. 
Cherry Hill apt. $65/mo. 
352-8162. 
1 m. spr. 5th St. 2 rmates. 
85/mo. 352-8280. 
■%"tddte aged 'couple is 
looking for house to rent in 
the country; references 
provided;   call   1-822-3623. 
1 subl. for spr. qtr. Close to 
campus. 352-6171. 
2 or 3 people to subl. sum. 
Can bargain rent. 352-0186. 
2 f. needed to subl. apt. 
*70/mo. Call 352-5430. 
1 fm. rm. needed for spr. 
72.50/mo. 1 blk. from 
campus. 352-0016. 
Needed 1 fm. rmmt. for 
comfortable trailer in Grand 
Rapids, pets & plants 
welcome. 832-7331. 
PERSONALS 
Kappa Delts, don't be blue; 
come to the tea and "get a 
Sigma-Nu or two!" 
Congratulations. Debbie 
Walsh on receiving the 
Florence Currier Award. 
We're Proud! LITB, The 
Sisters of Delta Gamma. 
Theta Chi Pledges-We know 
you tried, but what's the 
use, you've got to be 
quicker, or you'll REALLY 
lose. Better luck next time. 
The Brothers. 
Congrats to M.E.-our 
Golden Torch Sweetheart. 
The Brothers. 
Congratulations Joe 
Hradisky on being tapped 
into Golden Torch We're 
Proud of You. The Brothers 
of Zeta Beta Tau. 
PAM-The weatherman Lied 
and the •!? dirt was 
delivered today! Oh well, it 
was worth it! Love, The 
Sunday Swimmer. 
Bros, of Theta Chi and Phi 
Kappa Tau. let's gat it up 
for Friday night. 
Leslie and Falvey. 
congratulations on your 
TKE lavalienng. Love. 
Bosch. 
Alan. If not a superstar, at 
least a super TKE. Love. 
Bosch. 
Alterations 4 Tailoring. The 
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main. 
EUNIE'S BAR. HAPPY 
TIME.   8-12   p.m.   809   S. 
Main. 
VOTE FOR GORDON 
SAY RE. FOR IFC 
TREASURER. 
FOR SALE 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
USED 
OFFICE FURNITURE 
72 filing cabinets, 40 desks. 
25 chairs,  10 typing tables 
& misc. supplies. > 
SUN., FEB. 29, 1:30 P.M. 
Wood County Fairgrounds. 
Fine Arts Bldg. Auctioneer: 
Gene Adler Ph. 6894a*jr'2 ' 
Owner: The Office Place. 
Ph. 352-1658 
CASH DAY OF SALE 
Stereo, excellent condition. 
great price.  Bob, 352-0536. 
English metric conversion ; 
calculatoi slide control 
linear, square, cubic, weight 
liquid, temp send $5.00 in 
money order. Pay to L.D.L. 
Co. Metric Calculator 
WAWR   F.M.  P.O. 618 BG^ 
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm. turn. 2-4 persons, 
laundry facil. Lounge avail. 
Ample parking Call 
288-1462 or 3521778. t 
House avail. 4 people across 
from Founder. Spr & Sum. 
352-5928. 
Single   rms.    for   m.   or   f. * 
students.   Near  campus w/ 
cooking. Spr. qtr. 352-7365. , 
V> house 1 bdrm. for 3 
students 9 mo. lease across 
from campus. 352-7365. 
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. for 4 
students near campus. $80 
to 85/mo. per student. 9 
mo. leases Ph. 352-7365. 
STUDENT APARTMENTS. 
352-1800 or 352-4671. 
Campus Manor now renting 
for sum. & fall. Special 
summer rates. Fall rates 
from $80/mo. up. All util. 
pd. except electric. Gas, 
heat & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 & 
352-7365 evenings. 
525   N.   Enterprise  large  2 
bed      duplex       turn.      air  • 
270/mo.     plus     util.     Call 
353-7381. * ' 
Campus Manor has spr. qtr. 
openings for m. & f. to fill 4 
man apts. 352-9302 & 
352-7365 evenings. 
$140/mo ♦ util. 1 bdrm. 
apt. avail. spr/summer. 
352-8290. 
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON, 
FURNISHED, AC, FREE 
TV CABLE. TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC, $74/MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
521 E. MERRY NEAR 
CAMPUS, EXCELLENT 
CONDITION' *2 
BEDROOM. 4 PERSON* 
FURNISHED. AC. FREE 
TV CABLE, TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC. $65/ MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. *FOR MORE 
DETAILS CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY. 
353-7381. %, 
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Final home game... 
Haley, f wo seniors make last appearances 
Final home game for outgoing coach Pit Haley. 
Senior Andre Richardson (left.) gets ready to shoot. 
By Dick Rea 
Sports Editor 
It's the finale. 
Tomorrow evening's 
basketball game between 
the Falcons and Northern 
Illinois is the final home 
game of the year for 
Bowling Green, the last 
appearance in Anderson 
Arena for seniors Andre 
Richardson and John 
Arnold and, of course, the 
last game that Pat Haley will 
coach in the local hoop 
house. 
The Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) tussle is 
set for a 7:30 p.m. start as 
the Falcons (10-14, 6-7 in 
the MAC) will try to present 
Haley with a going-away 
victory. 
FOR THE second straight 
week, the opposing coaches 
won't have their same jobs 
next season. Northern 
mentor Emory Luck, who 
has seen his club struggle 
through a 4-19 season, was 
informed last week that he 
wouldn't be rehired next 
year. 
For Richardson and 
Arnold, the thought of 
playing their last game in 
front of the local fans 
brought mixed emotions. 
"It's been a long season, 
and 111 be kind of glad 
when it's over." Arnold 
said. "But I'm really gonna 
miss playing here." 
"There's a lot of good 
memories about this place 
(Andeison Arena) but 
there's some bad ones, too," 
Richardson said. "But you 
have to accept the good 
with the bad in anything." 
AND IT'S been a good 
and bad season for the 
Falcons this winter. 
"I've never been on a 
losing team before,"-Arnold 
related, "but after coach 
Haley resigned, I still 
worked hard because I still 
felt we had a chance for a 
winning record. 
"I just like playing," the 
Findlay native continued. "I 
WMU, Miami stay tied 
COLUMBUS (AP)- Western 
Michigan and Miami need 
victories tomorrow to 
remain tied for 
' the   Mid-American 
•   Conference  (MAC) 
basketball lead and set the 
stage  -for   their   heralded 
* rematch Wednesday. 
The I6th-rankcd Broncos 
i are home for Ball State, a 
team Miami mauled 81-63 
in its last game. In the first 
round. Western Michigan 
escaped Ball State with a 
72-67 verdict. 
Miami, meantime, faces a 
treacherous road game at 
big rival Ohio University, 
likely to be aroused after 
taking an 86-63 pummeling 
from the Redskins in the 
MAC's first round. 
IF THE TWO leaders 
triumph, they will carry 
13-1 conference records 
into   their   showdown    at 
Oxford next week. Western 
Michigan could lock up the 
league's NCAA tournament 
berth by winning. 
At Kalamazoo, Western 
Michigan, the MAC's 
preseason title choice, 
handed the Redskins an 
82-68 beating. 
Since then, Miami has 
won all of its conference 
tests. The Broncos suffered 
their only loss at Toledo to 
create the tie at the top. 
"WE WERE fortunate to 
win at Ball State," recalled 
Western Michigan coach 
Eldon Mi lie i. 
Miami, which shot well 
over 50 per cent in beating 
Ohio earlier this season, has 
dropped its last two 
assignments on the Bobcat's 
door. 
Toledo still has an 
outside chance of sharing 
the title. The Rockets ire 
two games behind with 
three MAC contests 
remaining. 
ACROSS 
EUROPE 
BYBUS 
10NOWTO: 
ATXMSSS7*   -IOMI$44- 
PMB   US'   - lUtlCM 5«0 
MIAN 144-      ■«ICaONA)4a 
MMTBMK TO ATMNS St I' 
■hi MOM OtfAtTUtlS 
KMOMT aOUMfVUM in. AVI. 
Mic* i imnn »i mi 
••ml" SMVCMKl 
LARRY'S 
GOLDEN CUE (behind Burger Chef) 
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enjoy the game and always 
come to play." 
The senior forward, who 
spent most of his first three 
years on the bench, 
reflected on his Falcon 
career. 
"Like anyone else, you 
don't like to sit. and I 
regretted my decision (to 
play at BG) for awhile." he 
explained. "But it's been an 
enjoyable four years. I 
really like the school and 
playing this last year has 
made the whole thing 
great." 
Richardson, the team's 
co<aptain, said hell be 
psyched for tomorrow's 
game. 
"I WANT TO leave with 
at least a victory," he said. ■ 
"111 give it all. being the last 
time on the home floor. 
"Four years is a long 
time, and you kind of grow 
accustomed to this place 
(Anderson Arena) and the 
fans," Richardson 
explained. "The fans 
contribute a lot to my 
game. In my four years, 
they've been great, giving 
me encouragement." 
But the two seniors and 
the rest of the BG squad 
won't have an easy task in 
tomorrow's contest. The 
Huskies, who sport a 1-12 
MAC mark, gave the locals 
quite a battle at hom» 
earlier in the season before 
succumbing, 83-77. 
NORTHERN BOASTS 
the MAC's top player in 
junior forward Matt Hicks, 
who's listed at 6-4 but who 
plays like 6-8. The talented 
leaper tops the league In 
both scoring (24.6) and 
rebounding (11.8). 
The Huskies starting five 
is composed of all 
underclassmen, with junior 
guard Pete Valaika (14.5) 
and freshman forward John 
Harris (9.7) supporting 
Hicks on the scoreboard. 
The Falcons will go with 
their usual starting five of 
Richardson. Arnold and 
sophomore Ron Hammye 
along the front line and 
Tommy Harris and Jim 
Feckley in the backcourt. 
• • • 
Tomorrow's preliminary 
game should be an 
interesting one as the 
Falcon football All-Stars 
take on Chris Ragsdale's BG 
junior vanity. 
THE YOUNG birds, 
sporting an 8-5 mark, will 
face a gridiron group that 
will be out to avenge last 
year's 119-70 defeat. 
Assistant football coach 
Russ Jacques will guide the 
All-Stars, who will be led by 
Mark Miller, who also 
directs the gridders on the 
field as quarterback. 
Other football starters are 
expected to be defensive 
tackle Alex Prosak, center 
Doug Smith, guard Greg 
Spann and safety Greg 
Davidson. 
Bench help will be 
supplied by Dan and Tom 
Saleet, Dennis Wakefield. 
Mark Burton, Eddie Kelley. 
Marcus Johnson, Brad Baker 
and Jeff Robertson. 
MAC standings 
TEAM 
Western Michigan 
Miami 
Toted*)    '        ,!"p 
Ohio University 
Kent State 
Central Michigan 
BOWLING GREEN 
Ball State 
Eastern Michigan 
Northern Illinois 
Northern lllinios at 
Ball State at Western Michigan, 3 p.m 
Kent State at Central Michigan, 2 pm. 
Miami at Ohio University, 3 p.m. 
Toledo at Eastern Michigan, 3 p.m. 
MAC OVERALL 
12-1 21-1 
10-3 15-7 
7-6 11-12 
6-7 11-12 
6-7 11-13 
6-7 10-14 
4-9 10-12 
1-12 7-17 
1-12 4-19 
Tomorrow's games 
BOWLING GREEN. 7:30 p.m. 
* 
* 
t 
DELTA ZETA 
announces its 1976 
"Man of the Year" 
JOHN FOWLER 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Thanks for everything! -k 
* 
I am not Spock 
THE BIGGEST STAR TREK  BOOK OF THEM ALL 
by Leonard Nimoy - 
. .a most intriguing voyage through inner 
Spoce. . . _NCW York Times 
. .47 remarkably pleasant and gentle tale 
of the only fictional character since Sher- 
lock Holmes to have won the love of mil- 
lions entirely by being rational. . ." 
-Iliac Asimov 
a 
S4.9S at your booh no a o- from 
CELESTIAL ARTS 
231 Adrian Road. MIIKKM. Ca , 94030 
University of 
San Fernando Valley 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
Announcing: 
FALL SEMESTER 1976 
• Furl-Mme 3-year day program 
• Part-tima day and evening program* 
The siliiiol is 
FULLY ACCREDITED 
liy the Committee <>l B,u Examinm, 
Stole B.u oi < .ililorni.i 
Tel: (213)894-5711 
8353 Sepulveda Blvd. Sepul.edj Ca. 91343 
Senior 
» ** % #» 
John Arnold (10) Tires a shot in earlier season action against Kent 
State. The senior from I mill.n will be playing his final game in 
Anderson Arena tomorrow cveniag when the Falcons host 
Northern Illinois. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn) 
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Bucks dare league-leading Falcons 
Trip 
Falcon scoring ace Mike Hartman is tripped by Ohio Slate's Doug Boyd as Buckeye 
goalie Dan Stergiou looks on in earlier season action at the Ice Arena. BG. which 
whipped OS! twice here, travels to Columbus for a CCHA rematch this weekend. 
(Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan) 
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Rookies swim for goals 
By David Smercina 
Staff Writer 
Getting their feet wet in 
collegiate competition, the 
frcslimcn on the BG swim 
team have proven they 
aren't wet behind the ears. 
The threesome, Craig 
fasten (butterfly), Dave 
Kocnig (backstroke) and 
Mark llammann (100-yard 
freestyle) all liave posted 
the best times of the year in 
their specialties for the 
Falcons. 
Coach Tom Stuhbs said 
he has been pleased with the 
trio's efforts this year. He's 
also happy with the 
attitudes that the rookies 
brought into the pool. 
"CRAIG HAS shown a 
definite positive attitude -- 
in workouts, in the way he 
takes care of himself and in 
his willingness to swim 
anything we ask of him." 
said the BG coach. "He 
competes very well and I've 
been very pleased so far." 
Casten shares the coach's 
opinion. 
"I've had a pretty good 
year. I'm pleased with my 
progress." said Casten. 
So far, Casten's top 
accomplishments have been 
recording the eighth best 
time in the Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) in the 
200-yard butterfly (2:01.1), 
while setting a pool lecord 
at   Ashland.   He  has   also 
touched  first  six  times in 
that event this year. 
IN THE nine dual meets 
this year, Kocnig has 
triumphed four limes, while 
finishing second the other 
live. 
"He's adaplcd pretty well 
to ihc backstroke, since he 
was basically a freeslylcr in 
high school." Slubbs said of 
Kocnig. "He too has a 
positive attitude and is 
willing to work." 
Stubbs calls llammann 
one of the most improved 
performers on Ihc learn. 
"He has been a pleasant 
surprise. We didn't expect 
thai much out of him. but 
he's done really well off his 
high school experience." the 
Falcon mentor said. "He's 
our lop sprinter and one of 
the hardest workers." 
"I'M REALLY satisfied 
with myself; I'm where I 
expected to be." llammann 
said. "I'm swimming lo my 
ability and having a good 
year." 
llammann is finishing just 
his fourth year of 
competitive swimming. The 
Cincinnati resident swam al 
Anderson High on an 
average team. 
"Bui my coach Rudy 
Bocrio did almost as much 
as possible for me." he said. 
The oilier two freshmen 
have much more experience 
under their belts. 
Casten swam al Euclid 
where he qualified for ihc 
stale championships three 
years. Swimming on ihe 
400-yard freestyle relay 
team, his group placed 
second, fourth and third 
over the span. Caslen also 
placed ninth in the 100-yard 
butterfly. 
"IT'S DIFFERENT here. 
there's more individual 
pressure to do good. There 
was more learn spirit in high 
school." said Ihc rookie, 
whose high school was in 
Ihe lop six in the slate 
during his three years. 
Kocnig comes from Ihc 
same lypc of team, bui even 
belter. His Birmingham 
Groves team won Ihe 
Michigan siale 
championship last year, 
wild Kocnig a membei of 
Ihc 400-yard freestyle relay 
learn thai placed fust and 
gained all-Amcrican status. 
Kocnig also placed sixth in 
the slate in Ihe open 200 
freestyle. 
"It's slrange -■ there is 
more pressure on me now. 
you golta win. In high 
school we had the meet in 
Ihe bag always." said 
Koenig. 
Looking forward lo next 
week's MAC championships, 
each tanker has certain goals 
sel for himself. 
"I'd like lo place in the 
lop six in the 100 and 200 
butterfly," said Caslen. 
"I'd like lo place in ihc 
backstroke, and have my 
lime drop, something Ilia I 
has never happened," said 
Kocnig. 
Hammann hopes to 
qualify lor the finals in Ihc 
100 and 200 freestyle*. 
By Bill Estep 
Assistant Sports Editor 
It's time for "Search for Tomorrow" in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA). 
With only Ohio Stale University (OSU) eliminated from 
a new league playoff system, the scramble begins this 
weekend in the loop title chase at two sites. 
The league-leading Falcon skaters, sixth ranked 
nationally in Ihe KBIL media poll and eighth ranked in the 
WMPL coaches poll, invade Columbus for a two-game set 
with cellar-dwelling Ohio Stale. 
SECOND PLACE St. Louis (84-0 CCHA, 20-14-0 
overall), meanwhile, trailing Ihe Falcons by a mere two 
points in Ihe CCHA race, will challenge Lake Superior (7-5 
CCHA, 18-13-1 overall) in a two-game series in the Soo. 
And at a time when they're in a "must win" situation. 
St. Louis faces Ihe toughest obstacle-beating the Soo 
Lakers on foreign ice. 
After all, the Falcons, 9-3 in ihe CCHA and 19-7-1 
overall, visited the Soo Zoo two weeks ago with a 
high-flying 81 league mark and left with a pair of 10 and 
6-2 defeats, their title hopes suddenly in jeopardy. 
Now Si. Louis, coming off 4-1 and 7-6 losses last 
weekend to league foe Western Michigan needs at least a 
series split with Lake Superior to salvage its second place 
standing and possible home berth in the league playoffs. 
THE TOP TWO finishers in the regular season race gain 
Ihe home ice advantage for the playoffs, which begin 
Wednesday, Mar. 10. 
"It is important dial we win op Friday lo keep Ihe 
pressure on Si. Louis," BG coach Ron Mason said. "The 
pressure is on St. Louis righl now. The fact that we beat 
Western four limes this season and ihey lost two there last 
weekend is important." 
Even though the Falcons would be in Ihe driver's seal to 
their first league championship if the Lakers sweep St. 
Louis and the Buckeyes drop a pair, Ihc local skaters would 
nol clinch Ihc litle outright. 
Thai would be settled ncxl weekend when BG laces Si. 
l-ouis. 
Lei's say Ihe Falcons lose Iwo lo the Bills and Lake 
Superior sweeps Western Michigan, the Lakers and BG 
would tic for first. Bui Lake Superior would be awarded 
firs! because Ihey oulscorcd the Falcons. 14-12. in Uieir 
four games played this season. 
BUT WINNING Iwo in Ihc "decrepit" OSU Ice Rink 
may nol be as easy as it sounds, despite the Buckeyes 
3-11-0 CCHA and 18-13-1 overall marks. 
Aftetall, no CCHA club has taken the OSU ice and 
skated away with a two-game sweep this season. The Bucks' 
only league wins this season have come in series splits at 
home with St. Louis, Western Michigan and Lake Superior. 
Women's seaton finale 
Cagers travel to OU 
By I mi i Leach 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Seniors Linda Hardy and 
Cathy Copcland sel a 
unique recoid when 
Bowling Green's women 
hoopsieis defeated Eastern 
Michigan University al 
home Saturday. 
The only Iwo seniors on 
Ihe varsily squad have nol 
lost a home game since their 
trcslunan year, when they 
losl three matches. Their 
lasl loss al home came Feb. 
3, 1973, when ihe Miami 
Redskins slipped by Ihe 
ljdyhirds, 44-40. 
This record intact. 
Hardy and Copeland will aid 
their teammates as they 
Iravel to Athens tomorrow 
for a game wiUi Ohio 
University (OU) 
THE BOBCATS enjoyed 
an 8-4 season last year, but 
one of their losses was a 
70-40 pasting by none other 
ili.m BG. OU. according lo 
the Ladybirds'coach, Sue 
Hager, has not been as 
successful this year. 
"OU hasn't won very 
many games this year, but 
they've had a lot of disc 
games and games they could 
have won," Hager said. 
"They have a very young 
learn, but they'll probably 
be very physical. They 
usually are." 
The Bobcats are. indeed a 
young learn, consisting of 
11 freshmen, one 
sophomore, seven juniors 
and a senior. 
OU and BG will play the 
preliminary game lo the 
men's basketball game. The 
Ladybirds will be keeping a 
close eye on Mary Ann 
Stocker. a junior from Port 
Washington who has been 
leading scorer and 
rebounder, and on 5-11 
Denisc Izor. 
"WE'VE BEEN getting 
stronger with every game 
and every practice," said 
Hager, whose team had 
various problems in learn 
cooperation earlier in Ihe 
season. "They still have 
lapses   of  memory   and  a 
turnover problem, but 
they're fun lo coach." 
Hager also had words of 
praise for her individual 
players. 
"Cathy Copeland has 
done extremely well in the 
lasl few games," Hager said. 
"She's finally been making 
ihe good moves in game 
situations that we've seen 
her make in practice. 
"UNDA (Hardy) and 
Bobbi (Little)have the most 
consistent games. Linda is 
about the most complete 
player I've ever coached. 
"Charissa (Urbano) and 
Laura (Maczko) both have 
Iheir strong points and I 
have to switch them off 
every game. Jenny Gill is a 
very good offensive player, 
but she has a lot of room to 
go in playing a defensive 
game," Hager said. 
The OU game will be the 
last of the regular season for 
the Ladybirds. Next 
weekend they will compete 
in the stale tournament. 
Gymnasts meet YSU 
Frosh Falcon rookie Craig Casten competes in the butterfly In earlier season action against Ball State. Casten is one of a trio of freshmen who will be hoping to place in next weekend's 
conference championship*. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman) 
By Lauri Leach 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Youngstown Slate Uni- 
versity's (YSU) gymnastics 
team is the only team in 
Ohio the Bowling Green 
gymnasts have nol faced 
this season. 
But the Falcons will 
travel to Youngstown 
tomorrow for a tri-meet 
with YSU and last 
weekend's foe. Central 
Michigan University (CMU). 
BG coach Charles Simpson 
said he is looking forward to 
it. 
"The Youngstown meet 
should be very exciting," 
Simpson said. "I want to see 
how much competition 
they II give us in the slate 
meet." 
The Falcons arc ready 
and anxious about this 
initial trip to Youngstown. 
YSU's learn boasts a new 
coach. facilities and 
philosophy and may prove 
tough to beat. 
The CMU team that beat 
BG lasl weekend in the 
North Gym and defeated 
top-ranked Kent State 
University earlier in the 
season, also has been invited 
to compete at YSU, but 
Simpson said he is trying 
not to worry about thai. 
"We've added a few new 
wrinkles lo our routines 
thai Central didn't see last 
weekend,"   Simpson   said. 
"We're changing things for 
the better and I feel we'll 
perform better, better our 
scores, and look good 
against Youngstown. 
"We're working to raise 
our scores so we can do well 
in the state, but we're still 
going to do our best against 
Youngstown and we're 
going there to win," 
Simpson said. 
Last weekend. Ohio State garnered a 6-3 win againsl the 
Soo Lakers on Friday and dropped a 4-3 nailbiter the 
following nighl. 
In addition, Ohio State didn't take a liking to ihe 14-3 
and 6-1 pasting by the Falcons earlier this season. 
Junior center Bruce Allworth (36-55-91), the nation's 
leading scorer and OSlTs top pointman the past iwo 
seasons, heads the Buck's top line with senior left wing 
Steve Pankiw (26-34-60) and nghl wing Dale Knaus 
(8-11-19). 
"WE'VE BEEN shaking up our lines all season." Ohio 
Slate coach Jerry Welsh said yesterday afternoon. "But 
w'll have three set units for this series. 
"I know well be up for Bowling Green." he said. "We 
feel we can do It. We'ie very capable of beating anybody, 
especially in our rink. 
"The players also have a lot of motivation to do well.". 
Welsh said. "With about nine new players coming in for 
next year. Ihey have lo prove lo me thai they're capable of 
playing CCHA hockey." 
As of Thursday's practice, the status of four Falcon 
regulars arc in doubl for this weekend's series. 
FORWARDS JOHN Markell (flu) and Jack Lame (back), 
goalie Al Sarachman (knee) and dclcnseman Tom Esper 
(flu) are all listed as questionable for tonight's 8 p.m. 
starter. 
According to Mason, ihc "green" line of wingers Byron 
Shun (13-9-22) and Sieve Murphy (10-1 1-21) and center 
Dave Easton (13-17-30) and Ale "black" irio of center and 
leading pointman Mike Hartman (26-30-56) and wings Tom 
Newton (9-18-27) and Paul Titanic (10-20-30) will be 
healthy and ready. 
With Sarachman still hoppling with an injured knee 
suffered in the opener al Lake Superior two weeks ago. 
Mike LIUI will likely start both nights in ihc Falcon goal. 
Ohio Stale, meanwhile, will play Dan Stergiou each night. 
The senior nclmirider injured a knee in an early season 
scries with St. Louis and has nol ycl recovered full form. 
CCHA Standings 
Team (Overall) W L T Pts 
BOWLING GREEN (19-7-1) 9 3 rj 18 
St. Louis (20-14-0) 8 4 0 16 
Lake Superior   (18-13-1) 7 5 0 14 
Western Michigan (14-12-1) 5 9 0 10 
Ohio Slate (18-13-1) 3 II 0 6 
This Weekend 
BOWLING GREEN  al Ohio Slate 
St. Louis al Lake Superior 
SUNY Buffalo al Western Michigan 
BG women cage' Laura Maczko (54) struggles for 
rebound against Marshall. (Newsphoto by Mindy 
Milligan) 
Good luck 
|CR.—Butz 
Howsam supports owners' stand 
CINCINNATI 
(AP) -- Cincinnati Reds 
President Bob Howsam is 
talcing a tough stand en the 
current impasse between 
baseball owners and the 
Major League Players 
Association. 
Howsam said that 
baseball should remain at a 
standstill until an equitable 
solution to its problems has 
been reached. 
Owners announced 
Monday that spring training 
would  be closed  until an 
agreement is reached. 
"Ownership has to go as 
far as necessary to get a fair 
and equitable agreement 
that will enable it to do a 
job," Howsam said. 
THE   IMPORTANCE  of 
the reserve system, said 
Howsam, makes it the 
primary matter for 
negotiations. He claimed the 
prime concern of ownership 
in trying to form a new 
reserve system is to come up 
with one that "allows us to 
put on the field a team that 
is interesting and 
competitive enough to 
deserve the support of the 
fans. 
"If there are so many 
rules, that you can't do this, 
if it gets to where you can't 
do a job for the fans, is it 
worth trying to do a job?" 
THE RESERVE system 
that bound a player to a 
team for a lifetime was 
recently ruled to be illegal 
by an arbitrator and his 
ruling was upheld in court. 
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